Notice Inviting Tender for Supply of Projector

Tata Institute of Social Sciences invites sealed quotations for supply of Projector as mentioned below from the authorized vendors to the Institute in Mumbai Campus.

“Panasonic PT- LX 270 DLP”

The vendors should be in the positions to supply the Projector in less than 14 days. Payment will be released within 15 days on the date of supply and installation.

Kindly submit your sealed tender duly mentioning the product code with configuration details and documents signed by the authorized representative. Also submit the two references of your supply and installation of similar nature of the equipment for other clients.

Submit your documents to the Computer Centre, Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Sion Trombay Road, Deonar, Mumbai 400088

The cover of the quotation should clearly mention “Quotation for Supply of Projector – Ref No. TISS/CC/NIT/16/127”

Last Date: March 28, 2016 - 5 pm.

Note:
Bids received after the deadline will not be considered valid.
Bids mentioning the incorrect reference number will not considered for opening.